# Provoak

**DOSAGE:**
Provoak is dosed according to the hop oil concentration comparable to dry-hopping (3-6 mL Oil/hL)

**CONTACT TIME:**
Approx. 1 week if dosed during lagering

**APPLICATION:**
Similar handling compared to dry-hopping with hop pellets without the disadvantages of barrel ageing (oxidation, labor-intensive, costs)

**DUAL PURPOSE PRODUCT:**
One product - one pellet - one dose with two aroma components: hops and oak

**100% NATURAL AND FOOD GRADE PRODUCT**

## Oak Ageing & Hop Aroma

Dry Hopping Pellet

Complex and noble flavours with both hops and oak for innovative beers.

### US-STYLE:
Intense, sweet hop aroma - paired with the typical heavy notes of toasted oak casks

- Red berries
- Dried fruit
- Bourbon
- Oranges
- Full-bodied
- Barrique
- Wild berries
- Vanilla

### EU-STYLE:
Fruity and light hop aroma - paired with typical woody notes of untoasted oak casks

- Tangerines
- Wine-like
- Pineapples
- Oranges
- Tannic
- Grapes
- Oaky
- Dried fruit
- Wild berries

The combination of hops and oak offers a unique and complex profile.
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